
FROM A DESK OF CHAIRMAN

CIR/CH/7/2020.

July 01, 2020.

thRe: 11  Anniversary programme on ̀ Creation of Wealth'

Dear Investors,

Greetings from CONCEPT INVESTWELL. 

We have been celebrating anniversary of our PMS through one good signature programme in the series titled as `Creation of 
Wealth'. We have worked on different themes and have brought you some of the finest programmes in last 10 years.

This year, pandemic Covid'19 has made it impossible to organize any such programme physically. So we are bringing it virtually. We 
should be organizing this programme of the same high quality and bring you valuable information. Only difference is that instead of 

rdsitting in Platinum Jubilee Hall, you would be sitting in your home and view on your computer/laptop/mobile. It should be held on 3  
th

or 4  Sunday of this month July. We should be informing you exact schedule and invitation soon. 

Please note that we have released my video on ̀ Investing WELL'. Please spare 10-12 minutes to go through this video. It should be 
helpful to you. Please refer this link.  In case of any query, you can connect 
with us.

Stock Market has revived fairly well from knee-jerk steep fall of Covid'19. Whereas impact of Corona would continue to be there 
on performance of companies, we believe that companies should revive well. Market has started looking forward and discounting 

ndgood time ahead. Remember Germany and Japan had recovered within 2-3 years of the worst 2  World War impact. Huge liquidity 
being pumped in is bringing new investments as well as spending. Numbers of investors have missed the bus. However it is never 
late for long term investments.

It is season of results, AGM and Dividend. Numbers of companies which have declared dividends are in process of making payment. 
Remember this time they are deducting TDS on your dividends. So you are supposed to keep records of deductions and claim 
deduction/refund in next year's income-tax returns to be filed in July 2021. So please keep proper filing and maintain records.  

Numbers of investors have complicated their investments. Please streamline your investments and make them simple to manage. 
You can seek our guidance on this.

We have improved our fund management and follow a process driven approach. Siddharth will throw more light on this in his 
quarterly letter. Our Dynamic plan which is fusion of human intelligence and artificial intelligence is doing well. Our research has 
improved further and we are in the best position to provide you investment advisory services. We are in better position to add 
values.

Happy Investing through CONCEPT.

Yours truly,

(Hemant Desai)
Chairman.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k10RizWnZ_E

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k10RizWnZ_E
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